
Milton Black Australian Astrologer and Psychic

Canberra, ACT 2601
Australia

Phone: +61 2 6100 3482

Astrology, Spiritual & Genealogy in Canberra, NSWDo you need clarity and guidance

in your life today? If so, call one of my team of world-rated readers now for a live

session. It's available 24/7! Choose from astrology, tarot, numerology and more,

whichever speaks to your inner wisdom. Get your first 10 minutes for only 59c per

minute by calling 1800 766 703 and then only $3.95 per minute (credit card

callers). No credit card? Then call us on our NEW number 1902 266 703 to speak to

the next available reader.We offer you information and guidance through all

aspects od Astrology, such as: Sun Signs - Your Sun Sign is the horoscope sign that

everyone knows and loves; Ruling Planet - Complete your personal knowledge by

finding out which planet belongs to you!; Moon Signs - Do you know what your

Moon Sign is? Just email Milton now!; Birth Days - Do you know on which day of the

week you were born? Find out instantly!; Ascendants - If you know your time of

birth, you can find out what your Ascendant (Rising Sign) is here!; Moon Phases -

Keep up with the phases of our moon. The moon's phase has an impact on many

areas of life.We also offer you all the information you might need about

numerology! Numerology is one of the world's oldest forms of metaphysical

communication and interpretation. Numbers can be described as language

intelligence within themselves. In ancient times, primitive tribes used scribing

methods, markings and numbers to intercommunicate, correlate, trade, barter,

exchange and comprehend their ideas. The ancient Chaldean, Egyptian, Hebrew,

Roman, Greek, Chinese and Indian alphabets, attached numerical values to certain

letters, giving them importance and a special significance.
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